Exchange bias effects have been systematically investigated in individual spin valve triangular rings using the synchronous transport measurement technique. Preferential pinning of antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ layer and ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ layer domain walls at the corners of the ring results in stronger interface coupling leading to higher blocking temperatures in the ring structure compared to the continuous film of the same film composition. At low temperature, the competition between unidirectional anisotropy and configurational anisotropy results in the formation of large domains at the corners of the ring, which results in lower values of exchange bias in the ring as compared to the continuous film. The effect of cooling field direction was also studied. We observed that the magnitude of bias obtained for negative field cooling direction is larger than that obtained for positive field cooling direction with sweeping field always starting from negative saturation. This observation has been ascribed to the dominance of FM domain magnetization determined by the external magnetic field over the cooling field which defines the AFM-FM interface coupling.
I. INTRODUCTION
When a system consisting of ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ and antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ layers is cooled down in an external magnetic field through the Néel temperature of the AFM layer, there is a shift in the magnetic hysteresis loop along the field axis, a phenomenon known as "exchange bias." [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Meiklejohn and Bean 3 proposed a simple model to explain this effect. Prior to field cooling, the AFM layer is in paramagnetic state, whose spins can be aligned by applying an external field. When it is cooled down through its Néel temperature, the spins in the AFM layer align themselves collinearly along the spins of the FM layer. This "freezing" of AFM spins induces unidirectional anisotropy in the system which can be tailored by controlling several factors such as the field cooling strength, thicknesses of AFM or FM layers, and by structural confinement of AFM domain sizes. Although the microscopic origin of exchange bias effect is still not elucidated completely despite exhaustive experimental 4, [6] [7] [8] and theoretical studies, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] there have been few observations on its characteristic features: ͑i͒ the shift in the hysteresis loop along its field axis ͑H EB ͒ and increase in coercivity ͑H C ͒ as the system is cooled in an applied magnetic field below the blocking temperature of the AFM layer, [16] [17] [18] ͑ii͒ different magnetization reversals for the ascending and descending parts of the hysteresis loop, [19] [20] [21] and ͑iii͒ the time relation effects of H EB and H C indicate that a stable magnetic state is reached only at very low temperatures. 22 One of the important factors in explaining the origin of exchange bias is the irreversible nature of the AFM interface magnetization arising from volume domains stabilized by defects in the AFM layer. This phenomenon depends predominantly on the state of AFM-FM interface spins which are frozen due to the field applied during cooling/growth procedures. Hence, the strength of the cooling field ͑H FC ͒ determines the shift in the hysteresis loop and the reversal mechanism. [23] [24] [25] [26] Another crucial aspect of exchange bias is the direction in which the external magnetic field is applied as it locally changes the direction of magnetization in the FM layer and consequently affects the AFM-FM interface coupling. 27, 28 This effect can be strong enough to dominate the effect of cooling field and thus H EB . It has also been frequently shown in previous experimental works that there exists an asymmetric reversal mechanism in bilayer AFM-FM systems. 21, 23, 24 This has been attributed to the fact that the reversal process in the increasing branch will take place through domain nucleation and wall motion, while magnetization rotation dominates the descending branch.
With the continuous advancement in fabrication tools to miniaturize the physical dimensions of magnetic elements, 29, 30 there has been a considerable interest, both from fundamental and application point of view, in lithographically defined nanostructures. When the dimensions of patterned nanomagnets become comparable to the length scales of magnetism ͑spin diffusion length, domain wall width, domain sizes, etc.͒, their properties significantly change as compared to their bulk counterparts. In this regard, lithographically defined magnetic nanorings have become the focus of intense research since they were proposed as potential candidates for high density storage magnetic random access memories. 31 Their intrinsic property of forming a flux-closure vortex state makes them highly insensitive to shape fluctuations and edge roughness. In order to control the vortex formation and its stability, variations have been made to the ring shapes, for example, introducing notches or flat edges to the ring, [32] [33] [34] decentering the ring, [35] [36] [37] and even altering the symmetry of the ring. 38, 39 Alternately, exchange bias can also be employed as a tunable source of unidirec-tional anisotropy to stabilize the magnetization in ring structures. However, little work has been devoted to the study of exchange biased rings where formation of the vortex state and correspondingly its chirality are affected to a great extent. 21, [40] [41] [42] Where most of the work has been concentrated on metallic AFM layers such as IrMn and FeMn, very few works have been reported on the oxide AFM layers such as CoO in rings. 42 Using CoO as the AFM layer is suitable due to its Néel temperature T N = 291 K, which is just below room temperature, thus enabling the exchange bias to be reset conveniently. In addition, due to its large magnetocrystalline anisotropy, CoO based exchange-biased nanorings are useful model systems for magnetic characterization. One geometry that has recently gained interest is the triangular shape whose sharp corners induce preferential pinning of domain walls without altering its shape symmetry. [43] [44] [45] Moreover, such nanostructures have been envisaged to be used in logic gates for pure cellular automata systems. 46 Until date, no work has been reported on the characterization of exchange biased multilayer triangular rings where preferred pinning sites of domain walls can significantly alter its magnetization reversal process. Therefore, investigating the role of exchange bias in triangular structure where there is AFM-FM domain confinement is crucial, since it allows probing the role of pinned domains in exchange bias and also aids in understanding the influence of shape anisotropy on bias fields and magnetization reversal mechanisms.
In this work, we present a detailed investigation and analysis of the exchange bias effect in multilayer triangular ring as a function of temperature. We observed that for negative cooling field direction, the magnetization reversal process in triangular ring undergoes transition from forward onion state to reverse onion state via an intermediate vortex state. We also observed that the blocking temperature of triangular ring is higher than the unpatterned continuous film with similar structural composition due to the additional pinning of AFM domains at the corners of the ring. For positive field cooling directions, there is "positive exchange bias" observed at T = 240 K. Further reduction in temperature shifts the bias back to "negative exchange bias" effect but with smaller magnitude of shift as compared to negative field cooling response.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Polycrystalline spin valve ring-wire hybrid structures of configuration CoO͑5 nm͒ / Co͑10 nm͒ / Cu͑8 nm͒ / Ni 80 Fe 20 ͑10 nm͒ / Cu͑2 nm͒ were fabricated using multilevel lithography techniques followed by deposition and liftoff process. The equilateral triangular ring of edge 3 m and width 300 nm was fabricated using electron-beam ͑e-beam͒ lithography and e-beam deposition. Two nanowires were attached to the two edges of the triangle, as shown in Fig. 1 . The width of the nanowires was designed to be 150 nm to allow different switching fields for the ring and the nanowires. Nonmagnetic Cr͑10 nm͒/Au͑150 nm͒ contact probes were fabricated on top of the nanowires using both optical and e-beam lithography. The ring structures are patterned in ring-wire hybrid geometry which is an efficient way of probing the entire ring structure, thus eliminating any dependence on the contact configuration of the probes. 47, 48 Giant magnetoresistance ͑GMR͒ measurements were carried out using the synchronous transport measurement technique we developed earlier. 48 A constant dc current of 30 A was passed through the outer two probes, labeled as I+ and I−. Synchronous transport measurements were carried out by simultaneously probing the voltage from contact probes 2 and 4 ͑labeled as V 1 ͒ and contact probes 3 and 4 ͑labeled as V 2 ͒. The GMR response from the exchange biased triangular ring and a separate continuous film of similar multilayer structure deposited under identical conditions were measured simultaneously in the temperature range of 5 KՅ T Յ 300 K using a custom designed cryogenic sample holder with two separate sample holders to ensure identical experimental conditions for both samples during measurement. The exchange bias was set by field cooling the samples in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field H FC = Ϯ 5 kOe from T = 300 K ͑above the Néel temperature T N = 291 K for bulk CoO͒ to the desired set point temperature T along the nanowire axis, as shown in Fig. 1 . After reaching the desired temperature, the magnetic field was brought back to zero and increased again to negative saturation for measurements. Field sweeping was performed by varying the magnetic field from negative saturation to positive saturation and then back to negative saturation. As both the continuous film and the triangular ring exhibited some training effect, we started the data acquisition only after the first five loops had been completed. The results presented in this work correspond to the state when no further variations in exchange bias or switching fields occur. For both +5 and Ϫ5 kOe of field cooling, similar procedure was adopted for measurements. After each measurement, the samples were warmed back to T = 300 K to reset the exchange bias. All the measurements are performed with external magnetic field applied along the wire axis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Magnetization reversal process in triangular ring as a function of temperature Figure 2 shows the superimposed GMR responses corresponding to the triangular ring for the two sections at T = 240 K. As expected, there is a clear overlapping of the switching fields corresponding to the nanowire segments in the two loops. We have estimated the contribution of nanowire segments from the response of section V 1 by calculating the resistance of the entire nanowire segment under the cur- rent path using the response of section V 2 . Using resistance network analysis, the GMR response contribution from the triangular ring was then obtained. All the GMR responses shown hereafter are the resultant loops obtained after subtracting the nanowire contribution. The evolution in the exchange bias field H E has been systematically studied in triangular ring spin valve structures as a function of temperature. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the representative GMR response at T = 240 K for the triangular ring. 
͑1͒
H EB͑OV͒ and H EB͑VO͒ will be referred to as the exchange bias shifts in Co layer for the two different switching processes. Table I shows the above described switching fields and the corresponding shift for the triangular ring as a function of temperature.
The loop shows the typical "negative exchange bias" effect as the cooling field is Ϫ5 kOe and the shift is along the positive direction. As described above, the magnetization reversal process in triangular rings is characterized by domain wall propagation from one corner to the other with the formation of head-to-head or tail-to-tail domain walls. We have shown in our recent work that at room temperature the magnetization reversal in Co͑10 nm͒ / Cu͑8 nm͒ / Ni 80 Fe 20 ͑10 nm͒ / Cu͑2 nm͒ triangular ring is marked by the transition of Co layer from forward onion state to reverse onion state directly if the external magnetic field is applied at a critical angle of = n / 6, n =0,1,2,... with respect to any of the edges of the triangle. 47 For the exchanged biased triangular ring however, we observe the formation of an intermediate vortex state in the Co layer even for = 0°, as shown clearly in Fig. 3͑a͒ . This difference is a direct consequence of the unidirectional anisotropy introduced in the device due to exchange bias. The shift in the loop is H EB͑OV͒ = 177 Oe and H EB͑VO͒ = 135 Oe for the Co layer, also tabulated in Table I . As expected, there is no shift in the loop for Ni 80 Fe 20 layer. The schematic of the reversal process is shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ . H FC is the field cooling direction. Figure 3͑c͓͒i͔ shows the 3 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ GMR response for exchange biased triangular ring at T = 240 K when the cooling field of Ϫ5 kOe is applied. Corresponding reversal for the continuous film at the same temperature is shown in ͑b͒. Schematic illustration of the switching process in triangular ring is drawn in ͑c͒. forward onion state with one head-to-head domain wall in the dotted circle. As the field is increased, the head-to-head domain wall enclosed in the dotted circle first moves through the two upper edges of the ring, and then to the opposite corner where the two domain walls annihilate. This causes the transition from Fig. 3͑c͒͑i͒ to Fig. 3͑c͒͑ii͒ to form a vortex state. Finally, when the applied field is high enough to overcome the energy barrier introduced by exchange bias, the magnetization in the bottom edge also switches and undergoes transition to the reverse onion state, as illustrated in Fig. 3͑c͒͑iii͒ . The head-to-head domain wall has now nucleated to the opposite corner. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the corresponding GMR response for the unpatterned continuous film of identical composition at T = 240 K. In contrast to the ring response, there is no exchange bias observed in the continuous film at this temperature. This shows that the blocking temperature for the continuous film is lower when compared to the triangular ring structure. It has been shown that for nanostructures, the AFM layer is weakly pinned to the FM layer as compared to the continuous film due to thermal activation effects. 19, 21, [49] [50] [51] This results in lower blocking temperatures for nanostructures when compared to continuous films. For instance, in NiFe/ IrMn systems, the blocking temperature in nanodots is observed to be lower as compared to the continuous film. 51 In triangular rings, however, there is a strong competition between the unidirectional anisotropy induced by the AFM layer and configurational anisotropy which favors preferential pinning of domains at the corners. At high temperature ͑ϳ240 K͒, the result of these competing energies is the strong pinning of AFM domains at the corners of the triangle, as well as strong FM-FM interactions which favor the formation of domain walls at the corners only. Since there is no such structural confinement of AFM domains in continuous films, it results in easy depinning of the AFM spins along the external field. Consequently, in triangular rings, due to the strong pinning of FM domains at the corners, along with the preferential inclination of AFM domains to pin themselves with the FM spins at the corners, it accounts for higher blocking temperature in triangular rings as compared to the continuous film. Shown in Figs. 4͑a͒-4͑c͒ are the GMR responses for the exchange biased triangular ring as a function of temperature. For comparison, the response from unpatterned continuous film is also shown in Figs. 4͑d͒-4͑f͒ . As expected the Co layer in the continuous film shows a significant shift along the field axis with decreasing temperature. As the temperature is decreased to T = 150 K for the triangular ring, the transition from forward onion state to vortex state takes place at a switching field of H OV͑↑͒ = 1006 Oe and the transition from vortex to reverse onion state takes place at H VO͑↑͒ = 1106 Oe when the external magnetic field is swept from negative saturation to positive saturation. Similarly, H OV͑↓͒ = −468 Oe and H VO͑↓͒ = −506 Oe when the field is swept from positive saturation to negative saturation. This results in exchange bias shift of H E͑OV͒ = 269 Oe for onion to vortex transition and H E͑VO͒ = 300 Oe for vortex to onion transition. When the temperature is reduced to T = 50 K, the reversal process becomes highly complex. Instead of the two step reversal, a three step reversal mechanism whose intermediate steps are schematically sketched in Fig. 4͑g͒ was obtained. One of the interesting observations is that this three step reversal process only exists when the field is swept from positive saturation toward negative saturation ͓marked as 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . This introduces a higher degree of asymmetry in the reversal behavior. A schematic illustration of the spin states is shown in Fig. 4͑g͒ . At positive saturation, as shown in Fig. 4͑g͒͑i͒ , the ring is in a reverse onion state with a head-to-head domain wall shown in the dotted circle. It has been shown in an earlier work that when temperature is decreased, the pinning strength of the domain walls significantly increases. 52 In this case, the pinning sites for the domain walls in the Co layer are fixed at the corners of the triangle. The reversal mechanism is thus taking place through domain wall propagation in the upper two edges independent of each other. The head-to-head domain wall shown in the dotted circle first moves through the upper edge, switching only one segment of the ring ͓Fig. 4͑g͒͑ii͔͒. With a slight increase in the field, the domain wall propagates to the opposite edge and annihilates with the tail-to-tail domain wall already present there ͓Fig. 4͑g͒͑iii͔͒. This mechanism can be attributed to the fact that with decreasing temperature, thermal activation effects are minimized which result in majority of AFM grain sizes becoming stable, 53 thereby increasing the pinning strength of the AFM layer at the preferential pinning sites. This encourages the reversal behavior to take place through domain wall propagation from one edge of the triangular to the other at different switching fields. However, when the field is swept from negative saturation toward positive saturation, reversal process still occurs through a two step reversal process indicat- ing transition from forward onion state to reverse onion state via a vortex state. On decreasing the temperature further to T = 20 K, both branches of the loop exhibit three step reversal, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ . The triangular ring reverses through two intermediate states in both directions due to strong pinning effects of the FM domains at the corners of the ring.
To quantitatively study the variation in exchange bias in both the continuous film and the triangular ring structure, exchange bias fields were extracted from the GMR curves and plotted as a function of temperature. Figure 5 shows a direct comparison of the exchange bias fields for the triangular ring and the continuous film. We observed that for high temperatures, H EB for the triangular ring is higher as compared to the continuous film. As the temperature is decreased, there is a crossover temperature below which the exchange bias for continuous film becomes significantly larger as compared to the triangular ring.
To explain this, we consider the effect of FM domain sizes in our exchange biased films. According to the random field model proposed by Li and Zhang, 54 the FM domain size is determined by the competition between the FM-FM exchange interactions and the random field due to FM-AFM interfacial interactions. If the FM-FM interactions are weakened due to the presence of defects, it is favorable to form smaller FM domains and the net random field is large, thus resulting in larger values of H EB . In the case of triangular rings, however, the FM-FM interactions are considerably stronger due to shape anisotropy and the presence of pinning sites at the corners, thus resulting in the formation of larger FM domains at the corners, smaller net random fields, and hence smaller H E values. This accounts for reduced H EB values of triangular ring as compared to continuous film with decreasing temperature below the crossover temperature of 200 K. 
B. Effect of cooling field direction on the reversal process of the triangular ring
To further understand the role of FM domains in the magnetization reversal process of triangular rings, we have obtained the GMR responses in a cooling field of H FC = +5 kOe, as shown in Fig. 6 ͑solid curves͒. For direct comparison, the response obtained for H FC = −5 kOe is also shown as a dotted curve but with the GMR loop inverted so as to obtain a negative value of exchange bias. It should be noted that for all the magnetoresistance measurements, the field sweep is initiated from negative saturation. We have shown that for H FC = −5 kOe, the loop shift is toward the positive side. Hence, we would expect that for H FC = +5 kOe, the shift is toward the negative side. However, the GMR response at T = 240 K clearly shows an exchange bias shift in the same direction as the cooling field, thereby exhibiting positive exchange bias. This is in contrast to the conventional negative exchange bias observed after the field cooling process, although such behavior has also been observed for zero field cooling procedures. 27 For positive H FC , the exchange biases observed for the two switching processes are H EB͑OV͒ = 49.5 Oe and H EB͑VO͒ = 10 Oe, respectively, for T = 240 K. This is related to the direction of spins in the FM domains due to the external magnetic field and not the cooling field. Thus, interface coupling is determined by the magnetization state of the FM layer caused by the external field rather than the cooling field itself. This behavior is important, as it implies that the direction of the exchange bias can be locally determined by the direction of FM domain magnetization. Since for both negative H FC and positive H FC , the field sweep was started from negative saturation, the initial FM domain magnetization was set toward the negative direction.
At T = 150 K, we observe that the ring undergoes reversal through a three step switching process, as compared to a two step switching process observed earlier for negative H FC . In fact, this reversal mechanism is similar for both forward and backward branches of the loop. H 1͑↑͒ and H 1͑↓͒ correspond to the first switching field in the two directions. Similarly, H 2͑↑͒ , H 2͑↓͒ , H 3͑↑͒ , and H 3͑↓͒ are the respective switching fields labeled in Fig. 6͑b͒ . On comparing the bias fields obtained for the first and the last switching fields, it was observed that for the first switching ͑H 1 ͒, the shift H E1 is Ϫ90 Oe, while for the third switching, the shift H E3 is Ϫ246 Oe. For negative H FC , the bias shifts obtained were H EB͑OV͒ = 269 Oe and H EB͑VO͒ = 300 Oe, respectively. It is thus evident that the magnitude of shift for positive H FC is significantly lower than that for negative H FC . This observation can be attributed to the contribution from FM domains, which substantially influence the AFM-FM interface coupling even at temperatures where effects from thermal fluctuations can be conveniently neglected. This is because during the field cooling procedure, the AFM spins lie along the positive direction. Upon sweeping the field initially toward negative direction at a finite temperature, the magnetization of the FM layer reorients itself along the external field direction, thus reducing the AFM-FM interface coupling and consequently reducing the bias shift. On further decreasing the temperature to T = 50 K, the GMR response shows a more complex reversal mechanism ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. The ring undergoes reversal from forward onion state to reverse onion state via three intermediate metastable states. The magnitude of the bias is again smaller when compared to the bias obtained from negative H FC . Considering the last switching field of H 4͑↑͒ and H 4͑↓͒ , the bias is only Ϫ109 Oe as compared to H EB͑VO͒ = 293 Oe. As the applied magnetic field is decreased from negative saturation ͑al-though field cooling was done in positive saturation͒ and the FM layer relaxes from its saturated state forming an onion state, parts of the magnetization are twisted along the field direction and the other parts in pinning direction. During reversal randomly oriented domains in the AFM layer influence the FM layer by forming domain walls at the straight edges of the FM layer. This energetically favors multistep reversal behavior due to shape anisotropy. Since there are several small energy barriers due to domain walls in the FM layer, magnetization reversal occurs via various switching steps. Figure 6͑d͒ shows that the reversal process at T = 20 K exhibits four intermediate states. Since the AFM domains more or less stabilize at very low temperatures, exchange bias fields obtained from the two curves are almost identical. However, the dominating effect of external magnetic field over cooling field can still be observed in the form of multistep switching behavior when the two GMR responses are compared.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have investigated in detail the effect of exchange bias on the magnetization reversal behavior of individual triangular rings as a function of temperature. We observed that preferential pinning of domains at the corners of the ring plays a crucial role in determining the exchange bias shift. As the AFM-FM interface coupling increases due to formation of domain walls in the AFM layer at the pinning sites, the blocking temperature of triangular ring increases as compared to the continuous film. However, due to strong FM-FM interactions in the ring at low temperatures, the bias is observed to be smaller in continuous films. We have also studied the effect of cooling field direction on the exchange bias. At T = 240 K, the loop shift is in the same direction as the cooling field, thereby exhibiting positive exchange bias effect. Although the bias again becomes "negative" with decreasing, the magnitude of bias remains smaller than that observed for negative field cooling. Our results show that there is a strong dependence of FM layer magnetization on the AFM domains due to the inherent configurational anisotropy of the triangular ring. 
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